Industrial Gas Springs
Adjustment Instructions Valve, Filling Kit

Adjustment Instructions Valve with ACE DE-GAS
GS

GZ

Adjustment Instruction
1. Hold gas spring valve up.
2. Insert DE-GAS adjuster knob on thread of the valve.
3. Press the DE-GAS adjuster knob with light hand force until you can
hear the nitrogen escaping. Press only briefly to avoid too much
nitrogen being discharged.
4. After adjustment, remove the DE-GAS adjuster knob, mount the end
fittings and test the gas spring in your application. If necessary repeat
the procedure.
If you use 2 gas springs in parallel, both gas springs should have the
same force to avoid bending forces or side load on the application. If
necessary return to ACE to refill both gas springs to the same (average)
force.
If too much nitrogen is discharged, the units can be returned to ACE for
re-gassing.

“Easy, safe, reliable!”

Gas Spring Refilling Kit
The ACE gas spring refilling kit offers you the opportunity to fill gas
springs on location or adapt them individually. The refilling kit is equipped
with all the parts you need to fill gas springs. Very precise filling of the
gas springs is possible using the digital manometer. The table for
determining the filling pressure of the gas springs is included with the
case. The only thing missing from the delivery is the nitrogen.
The refilling kit contains all filling bells and adjuster knobs for the current
ACE gas spring range.

Issue 1.2013 Specifications subject to change

Part number for the complete gas spring refilling kit: GS-FK-C

The refilling kit suits 200 bar nitrogen bottles with a thread of
W24,32x1/14" (German standard). Other connections are available
upon request.
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Gas springs filled with the refilling kit must be measured on a calibrated measurement system by ACE for repeat production.
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